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Abstract
This paper describes a part-completed piece of work that attempts to answer two
key questions. The first is how to link production processes together? The
second is, can a long GoP video compression format be usable for professional
editing? The first of these questions is important for professional users since
production tools are normally supplied by many vendors and should ideally be
connectable without needing human intervention. The second question impacts
storage costs. Large volumes of content require efficient compression to be
affordable; this means temporal compression (long GoP) and variable bit-rate, no
matter what compression format is used.
The method proposed for linking production processes is to use the AAF Edit
Protocol1. The AAF sdk provides software objects that embody a class structure
capable of describing production metadata. The sdk is large and flexible so there
are many places you could potentially place each piece of metadata. This means
an application developer would need to anticipate each one in order to avoid data
loss. The Edit Protocol avoids this complication by constraining each piece of
production metadata to appear at a single specified place.
The long GoP editing question is answered using mpeg 2 compression. This
format was chosen simply because it is relatively mature and there are efficient
software development kits available. The principles could equally well be applied
to more modern compression methods.
The Application, including its own DirectShow filters, is coded in Pascal using
Borland Delphi. The Delphi component set and the editing application can be
found on SourceForge2.
Additional key words: AAF, MXF, Edit Protocol, long GoP mpeg, editing,
logging, ingest.
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Joining up the production chain.

You can buy a consumer video editor capable of building the majority of professionally produced
programmes for a few tens of pounds. Why then are these not used more often? One explanation
is that professional production uses a team whereas a consumer editor is a single-user application.
If you had more than one person working on a production using a domestic editor, you would need
some additional measures to avoid one person modifying or replacing another person’s work.
One approach might be to divide the production into sections and give each person their part to do.
This would provide a set of project files that could, in principle, be built into the final product.
There are many additional processes required for professional work. Some examples are Ingest of
content, which requires special skills to ensure that content, often shot under difficult conditions is
captured without loss of dynamic range. If the content is to be worked on by others then it should
be documented in some way, either to avoid wasted time within the production or to provide a
catalogue so that future production teams can find archived content. It may also be a good idea to
have people working on different ways of assembling content, this could be done using a simple,
cuts-only, editor that can access the ingested content plus a big content archive. It may also be
necessary to have a professional editor working on a high performance editing package and to
combine this with other processes such as captioning, colour correction etc.
Consumer video editors provide many of these tools built-in but the difficulty of marshalling them
for use by a production team have so far proved too difficult. The only alternative is to buy a
professional production tool at perhaps a hundred times the cost of the consumer product for each
user, or to use many consumer products and a development team to join them together.
The key to breaking this bind could be relatively simple. If all production tools could read and write
a single, open and documented, file format for production metadata; and access external media
files that too were
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This approach means that the production applications can come from different vendors who do not
have to play any part in the integration of the production system, nor do they have to talk to one
another to agree the file format because it is fully documented.
A simple way to implement the communication between applications and the Media Asset Manager
would be to have the MAM assemble an AAF file containing the piece of work and email it as an
attachment to the person allocated to do the work. The attachment could, in a Windows system for
instance, be given a file extension that differentiated between different types of work for instance
JobName.dplog for logging or JobName.dpedit for editing. Similar approaches using file
descriptors would be possible using Apple or Linux. User systems could be set up to direct the
files to the appropriate applications in the same way that clicking a Microsoft Word document
attached in an email fires up Word and loads the document. The work, could be stored in the
same aaf file while in progress and completed work would be returned to the MAM simply by
returning the email plus its attachment to the MAM. The user does not need to learn any new skills
to work this system. The MAM can lock access to the work to be read-only while it is in progress.
Once these measures were in place, content could be stored once rather than in many applications
in parallel, and work could be delivered to the production team using existing email servers. The
emails would of course be generated and managed by the document management system, which
remains difficult, but staff would simply be using their existing skills – linked now to broadcasting
applications. Using efficient compression where media will not form part of the final product means
that a store once, use many, approach will work - without massive investment in new networks.
2

Media formats

Current consumer editing applications use either the DV format if they are intended for use with a
domestic camcorder, or mpeg 2 if they are intended for building DVDs. Mpeg editors often prefer
to use DV content and convert to mpeg at the last moment (although there are now some editors
that can handle mpeg files throughout). DV files are used for simplicity – they do not use temporal
compression, are easy to cut and edit and having a fixed bit-rate, they are reasonably easy to
navigate when they are stored in a User’s PC.
The difficulty for professional users is that they want to store their on-line - meaning available over
a network - content once and access it remotely over a network. Given that all of the content
viewed during a production up to the final edit, need not form part of the finished product, it would
be wasteful to store it in DV format. When the volume of on-line content starts to mount, the cost
of storing it in DV format even once is too high. This becomes particularly important for an archive
where the volume of stored could be several thousands of hours. It is absolutely essential for a
publicly accessible archive, which will be limited in available bit rate for many years.
It would make more sense to store on-line content that is used in the production process but need
not form part of the final product, confusingly termed ‘Off-Line’, in a highly efficient format, which
generally means temporal compression and variable bit rate. This can provide acceptable quality
for production with a relatively small network upgrade, provided there were some means of
avoiding the network chaos whenever a user wants to do anything other than play the media at
normal speed. Some innocuous examples that would cause this chaos are scrub play and editing.
A means of doing this is now available for mpeg compression (See appendix 1).
3

The AAF editor

The editor described in this paper demonstrates linking of an editing application to a earlier logging
application, described in White Paper 1373, using the AAF file format constrained by the Edit
Protocol. It can be used to build a composition from files produced by the logging application
(termed Bins) and stores its composition using Edit Protocol AAF. The composition file contains
just the production metadata, not the essence, which remains stored in its original, possibly
remote, location.
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The composition file can then be opened by a ‘Craft’ editing application for further work. If the craft
editor can also work on remote files, there would be no need for it to import content, since the AAF
composition files could simply refer to the full quality content stored elsewhere on the network.
Alternatively, it is possible to put the content onto a DVD for direct access. Some practical
examples are described in White Paper WHP 133 - Improving workflow in practice for low-cost
programme-making using MXF and AAF file formats.
The editor handles mpeg 2 compressed files using temporal compression and variable bit-rate,
which it can edit, add a selection of effects and replay – including scrub play - without needing to
import the content to the local machine and for separate video and audio source files. It does not
yet handle MXF files but could easily be extended. It does not do rendering since it can replay the
composition in real time from remote files and its composition would normally go to a Craft editor
for finishing.
The application handles a small selection of production metadata including shot and timed
comments, key frames and timecode break information and demonstrates how the user can be
allowed to modify some items but not others.
3.1 Basic design.
The application has nine possible options that span a typical production process, only three of
which are currently implemented. These are Browser, Logging and Draft Edit. Each of the options
brings up its own page whose physical layout can be changed and is stored against the user’s
identity. This allows a user to work on different machines, or several users to work on one PC
without needing to set up their preferred settings on each – a process known as hot-desking.
The graphic below shows a bin and a sequence player arrangement including a timeline, browser,
effects and comments windows. The choice of windows is selectable from a popup list associated
with the options button and each window can be adjusted in size and positioned then locked in
place using the Lock button at the top left hand corner of the window. The application occupies the
full screen area by design.
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The Logging option duplicates the functionality of the Logging application described in White Paper
WP 137 and demonstrates the ability to pass a piece of work between two applications through an
Edit Protocol AAF file. An example of the logging option is shown below. This shows a larger
player window and comments form, but also shows the difficulty of making this approach work well.

The Player is limited by its media aspect ratio and the timeline is not vertically re-sizeable, leaving
an empty space at the bottom right of the form.
The Browser pane is shown
along side. Like the other
browsers, it shows a list of icons
but also shows the details for
each item. The ID column is the
AAF Mob ID for the item, which
is probably of interest only to a
developer. I have not yet pulled
the creation dates from the File
items in the list. The content of
the list view is configurable from
the normal type of Popup Menu
with some items added to allow
showing of different sizes of
icons and different arrangements
including shot number.
The form design is also a little
unusual. It has no top windows
bar since many users complain
of loosing working area to a
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button bar which only holds three buttons, only one of which they use. Providing a top bar that
also has control buttons perhaps uses screen space a little more effectively.
3.2 Logging
The Logging and Editing parts of the application can accept an AAF file describing a piece of
media. This file could come from an ingest application or through a logging application as
described in White Paper 137.
If the file does not contain user comments or key frames these can be added using the Logging
page. The media can also be examined to break it up into its constituent shots automatically,
using a built-in shot change detector. The positions of auto detected shot changes can be checked
or removed and any missing shot changes can be inserted. These are rather tedious jobs but
essential if the media is to be catalogued for potential re-use. The shot change detector used in
this application does not make many mistakes.
The logging page cannot insert timecode break information from a videotape ingest since this is
assumed to be derived automatically during the ingest process and someone doing logging would
not want to add it manually. It is of course essential that timecode break information is present in
the file since, without it, you cannot trace a frame in the final production back to a point on a source
tape and therefore, be sure about its rights. A joined up production chain needs all of its links.
This is an example of an application that requires those playing a role to do only what the role is
qualified to do. The person playing the logging role does just the logging and the MAM should be
aware of which staff members can do which roles.
3.2.1 The Logging popup menu
The Logging controls are accessible through either
right click menus or keyboard short cuts. The first two
items are Shot Comment which has a sub-menu that
allows inserting, editing or deleting a single comment
per clip. The clip is the one under the timeline’s cursor.
The second is Timed Comment, which allows insertion
editing and deletion of comments that have a position
within a clip. There can be many timed comments
within a clip and their position can be set through the
Player position using the timeline cursor, the Player
timeline cursor, the player timecode editing controls or
the player’s keyboard accelerator keys (See Appendix
2).
The menu has entries for insertion of shot changes
where an automated detection has missed one or
removal of a shot change that should not be there.
Some examples might be where the media contains
flashing lights, which can be mistaken for shot
changes, or cross-fades which most shot change
detectors cannot identify.
There may also be some instances of incorrect timings
and these can be adjusted using the In Point and Out
Point items. Clicking these items places a trimming
icon over the selected shot change on the timeline
component which can be clicked on the right or left
hand sides to move the shot change. When the icon is
clicked, the timeline position of the shot change is
moved a frame and the player position is set to the
new position of the frame following the shot change, which allows a user to set it with certainty.
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Once a shot timing is correct, the Confirm Shot Adjust button stores the value and removes the
icon from the timeline.
These items could also be accessed using buttons on, say, the large timeline panel since popup
menus are not universally accepted by all users.
There are also items for setting the player position to the chosen key frame for the shot under the
timeline cursor and for setting a new caption and position for a Key Frame. Key Frames identify the
content of a shot visually and are helpful since they allow users to identified shots quickly and
visually - example are shown in the browser list view controls in the Editing, Logging and Browser
panes. Also, shown disabled since there are no Key Frames set in the current shot, are items for
editing the caption of a Key Frame and ‘Resetting’ a Key Frame. The term Reset is not helpful
since it refers to what is done in the aaf file, setting the key frame time to zero and clearing its
caption, not to what the user perceives – Delete would be a better name to use. It might also be
better to change ‘Key Frame Edit’ to ‘Edit Key Frame’ for consistency. These little details would be
second nature to an accomplished User Interface designer.
There are also items for loading, saving and closing a logging file and for creating a file with a
different name. In a fully developed application, these might also appear in a toolbar menu.
The final items are the property pages for the Opened Media and for the Player. The Colour
scheme item should have a sub menu that allows selection of the application colour scheme. This
has not yet been implemented but is available through the popup menu on the application’s top
bar. I also had a plan to implement skinning of the application, since professional users are
sensitive to the appearance of an application and often prefer applications from Apple, for this
among other reasons. This is relatively easy to do in Delphi using a powerful component set called
VclSkin4.
3.2.2 AAF file positions for logging data.
The AAF file used for logging conforms to the AAF Edit Protocol. It contains one source Mob for
the media itself whose length is equal to that of the media ingested. This Mob should have a
derivation chain that can be used to trace the content back to its source, through network import,
tapes and files or whatever other route it has taken. It is important for the professional users that
all applications that create or handle AAF Files retain this information and this is part of the Edit
Protocol, so any application that fails to do so cannot be Edit Protocol conformant. To this end, the
AAF sdk provides a very simple but very powerful function called CloneExternal. This function
accepts a reference to a Mob in one file and clones it and its derivation chain into another file,
including if necessary any contained essence, so in short, it takes five seconds to implement and
should be done in any half way decent application.
One of the purposes of logging is to break a piece of media into sections, some of which will be
used, and some archived, although in practice, most are currently discarded. In fact, a major aim
of the streamlining of professional production is to reduce the amount of good content that gets
discarded since, even if it is of no use to the production team that shot it, it may well be of use to
countless other production teams. For this reason, a logging file also contains a source Mob for
each shot which includes the comments and Key Frames for that shot, and has the same
derivation chain. This means that an application whose job is to split the media into separate files
and discard those that are of no interest to the production team nor to an archivist, can simply
clone the Shot Mob and its derivation chain into the new file. It is trivially easy for a developer to
retain the vital derivation data and to minimise the storage wasted on content that will genuinely
never get used. Insisting that an archivist, who has re-use as their guiding light, also agrees the
content is of no value ensures the ‘genuine’ part.
If the shot has a shot comment, its Shot Master Mob contains a User Comment. If the shot has any
timed comments, it contains an Event Mob Slot and a Sequence to store the timed comments as
Comment Markers. The Comments should have captions and positions and, if they are to be
preserved in a saved file, they must also have a Name registered with the file’s Dictionary.
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Comments on the derivation Mobs are not included in this application but could be added within
the scope of the Edit Protocol.
3.3 Editing a timeline
This part of the application implements a simple video editor that allows clips to be dragged to a
timeline through the player, which is used to set their lengths.
The player can play either items from an AAF logging file, in which case the derivation mobs are
copied to the edit project file, or simple media clips which have no derivation chain. The
application currently handles separate m2v and wav files for audio and video, although the Delphi
components that implement the Media Sequence are being updated to handle different file types,
including multiplexed audio/video files. Allowing use of simple media files in place of AAF wrapped
files, demonstrates how easy it is to break the derivation record – these will have no derivation
record so their rights will not be traceable by the application.
An item is selected into the player by either dragging its icon from the browser list view to the
player or double clicking it. The Player will also play files other than mpeg although the behaviour
of the editing composition following dragging of a non-mpeg clip to the timeline is ‘undefined’.
Alternatively, if an AAF file is shown in the browser tree view then clicking it loads the contents of
the AAF file into the list view and the media into the player. You can then play the entire piece of
media. If you want to play just a clip from the file then double clicking the clip’s icon does the trick.
The currently selected item is displayed in the footer of the Browser window. If you want to revert
to playing the whole clip again then the only method that I’ve done so far is to select the view
options to show the file info then double click the audio or video file icons. There is much room for
improvement here.
Once a clip is in the player it can have its in point and out points set using the player timeline
cursor and the In and Out Point buttons. The time positions can be set accurately using the
player’s timecode edit components, which can also have the type of timecode they show
configured using a popup menu. Right clicking the caption that shows their type accesses this
menu. The options are Position of the player, Duration of the source media, Start Position of the
source media which need not be zero if it is a clip from a bin, In and Out points as set using the In
and Out Point buttons, Selected Length for a trimmed clip, End of the media and None. These
confuse me but are second nature to media professionals. There are also key accelerators (See
appendix 2) for setting the In and Out points and controlling the player so the entire process can be
done from the keyboard.
A clip can be transferred to the timeline by dragging it and dropping it at the position where it is to
go. This operation senses where on a clip the item has been dropped and inserts the clip at the
appropriate end of the ‘drop’ position. If the clip is dropped onto an empty part of the timeline it is
appended to it. (The behaviour when the timeline is in ABRoll mode needs further attention).
Once in the timeline, the clip can have its length adjusted or effects applied. To adjust the length
of the clip, drag it back to the player which should show the positions of the previously set in and
out points. These can be adjusted by dragging the selection bar edges or typing new timecodes
into the In or Out point timecode editors. The clip can then be dragged back to the timeline and
dropped onto itself, when the new times will be applied. If the clip is dragged else where, it will be
inserted at that point.
The timeline can also have effects added to its transitions. Dragging the required effect icon from
the effects window and dropping it onto the transition does this. Dragging a different icon and
dropping it onto the clip or effect can also change the effect’s type.
The remaining items can be accessed using the editing popup menu. This contains the same shot
comment icons as the Logging application plus one called ‘Source Comment’. The current
implementation for comments is described in the following section.
The menu also contains some editing specific items, the first of which is Orientation. This item
controls the spatial orientation of the selected clip in the timeline (the one under the timeline
cursor). The orientations can be Normal, Flipped which means flipped horizontally, Flopped which
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means flipped vertically and FlipFlop which means flipped both horizontally and vertically. These
operations are supported by the media sequence player and are used surprisingly often.
The next time is Insert No Media Clip,
which is used to insert a clip for which
there is currently no media available.
This feature is supported by the media
sequence player, where it displays a
bitmap saying something like ‘Media not
available’ and plays silent audio, but not
yet implemented in the editor. It would
probably present a dialog asking for a
duration for the clip and ask the user to
provide information about the video or
audio tracks in some way.
The following four items allow insertion
and editing of effects at the transition
nearest to the timeline cursor. This menu
also includes a Remove Effect item not
provided by the effects window. The
Fade Out and In effect is disabled in this
shot since the cursor is on the first clip
which cannot have a fade out and in
effect since there is no media to fade out
from. A corresponding rule applies to the
last clip.
The cut copy and paste items are not yet
implemented but would be tied into the
timeline clip operations. These also allow
cut, copy paste and delete. They would
also be tied into the timeline clip dragging
which allows clips or groups of clips to be
selected for either a copy or a cut
operation and dragged to a different
position.
The remaining properties do open, save,
save as and close operations for either the player or the timeline composition files. Each of these
has a protection mechanism that attempts to avoid a tired user wasting work by reminding them of
how many changes will be lost if they really do want to close a file whose edits that have not yet
been saved. This is called a ‘Safe Dialog’, an example of which is shown below. The outstanding
edit count is provided by the AAF file access components so there is not need for a developer to
count them.
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3.3.1 AAF file positions for editing data.
The additional features required for editing are more than one source mob and derivation chain to
allow selections from different ‘files’ to be edited, a selection of objects to represent effects and a
different arrangement for storing shot and timed comments and Key Frames.
The application will create new file Mobs for media filenames that it does not already contain.
These will either be cloned from the logging file or created when media comes from an unwrapped
file. Each of these can be accessed using the index of the clip in the timeline. In a fully developed
application, all sources would be derived from AAF Bins (= logging) files and the identification
would be the Mob ID of the clip rather than a filename. In an editing file, normal practice is to put
the start time of a clip into the source clip on the composition mob and to have the source Master
Mobs use a zero start time. This means a single Master Mob can be used to represent many clips
from that media. An application then finds the overall start time by summing the start times of all
source clips on the path to the file mob. This approach does not preclude storing user comments in
the source master mob but makes updating them a little processor intensive if the clip is used
several times in an editing project.
The property records for
tape, film, import or
recording mobs can be
accessed but for the editor
they require the timeline
index to identify the correct
source master mob. The
application provides a
simple property dialog
shown alongside. This one
shows the contents of the
tape mob and in this case,
the location is editable. In
this example, the timecode
break entry means there
are no timecode breaks
other than the first, which
links the off-tape timecode
to the system timecode.
The Length is in minutes
since frames would not
normally be meaningful for
videotape.

The application currently stores its shot comments linked to the video source clip in its composition
mob. This makes the comments remain in place as long as the clip is still there, regardless of its
start and stop times, making the shot comment refer to the shot as it appears in the timeline.
It can also insert, edit and delete timed comments of two types. The first are termed ‘Timed
Comments’ and are stored in an Event Mob Slot in the composition Mob. These comments do not
refer to clips and their positions are with respect to the composition so they do not change as the
timeline is manipulated. They may refer to the content to be placed at a given time in the
composition or to some other detail to do with the composition.
The second type are termed ‘Source Comments’. They are stored in the source master mobs and
understood to be related to the source content. Using this approach means that the source
comments move with the source content so, as the start time or lengths are changed, they come
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into and go out of scope. Modifying these comments does not alter the comments in the original
source media since they are in a different file. It also causes the comments to appear more than
once in a comments display if the same clip is used again. If the comment is edited or deleted,
then all instances in the timeline will also be edited or deleted.
3.3.2 Effects coding
The final ingredient is the effect objects. These are outlined in the Edit Protocol and some of their
parameters are contained in an SMPTE document SMPTE 258M "Transfer of Edit Decision Lists".
The media player video filter supports a set of twenty simple video effects and these have been
translated into the appropriate set of effect definition objects.
The supported video effects are horizontal and vertical wipes, horizontal and vertical ‘blinds’ and a
circle wipe. Each one can be applied forwards or reversed, where forwards represents left to right,
top to bottom or inwards. The pattern of the wipe comes from SMPTE 258M and is 1 for a
horizontal wipe, 2 for a vertical wipe, 21 for a horizontal blinds, 22 for a vertical blinds and 119 for a
circle. Some of these effects also make the video move at the same speed as the transition effect.
The graphic below shows a pictorial representation of the different effects.
These effects are called transition
effects and require two clips. The
transition is described by an AAF
Transition object that causes the
clips to overlap. The transition object
owns other objects that describe the
details of the effect. For a right to left
wipe these would be an Operation
Group that has an Operation
Definition ‘SMPTE Video Wipe’. It
also has a Varying Value containing
two Control Points that describe the
start and stop points of the transition.
In this application the length is equal
to the length of the transition and the
object is linked to an interpolation
definition which in this application is
a linear one. There would also be
two Constant Values objects, one
with a value of 1 for the effect pattern
and the other a value of true for the
Reverse parameter, since the effect moves from right to left.
A fade out and in effect is also a transition effect but since the idea here is that the video fades to
black and then fades to the second clip, there are two transition objects separated by a Filler object
and two lots of objects to describe the fade out and fade in effects. This means that the timeline in
the AAF file has a different number of timeline objects in its video composition from that in the
timeline and the media sequence player.
If the effect moves the outgoing or incoming video then either the preceding or succeeding clips
will have an operation group with a ‘Video Position’ operation definition, described by varying
values to define where the move starts and stops with respect to its clip.
The second type of effect is a composition effect, which is applied directly to a source clip and
does not require a transition object. In this application they are used for the orientation parameter
of the video clips and to impose clip levels and level adjustments on the audio tracks.
The audio effects are implemented in the AAF access components and in the media sequence
player but not yet in the user interface. When an effect is applied to the video, a cross-fade of
matching length is applied to the audio simply to ensure that the media sequence player will play
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with synchronised audio. It is very easy to break this by doing things that have not yet been
implemented, not all of which will warn you.
3.4 The Undo Redo feature
Professional users often need to try several different
combinations of clips to see what works best. This would
normally need them to keep separate project files for each one.
An alternative method is to use an undo/redo facility. This keeps
a record of the changes made by a user and presents them in a
tree view. This example shows a back track to an earlier version
and insertion of different comments and a key frame. The history
stages are stored as an AAF file and you can step backwards of
forwards to any state stored in the history without loosing your
work. The AAF files do not hold video data and are quite small.
This is a very efficient way of storing project histories and each
stored item holds all of the production metadata.
3.5 Tools menu items
3.5.1 Player Properties
This dialog shows properties for the media player. It
allows setting of the temporary folder for the player,
which is used to store index files temporarily when the
player does not find one. Under these conditions, the
player creates a new index file and stores it in the
temporary folder. If the original source folder can be
written to, the index file will be moved there, otherwise
it remains in the temporary folder.
The dialog also shows media information extracted
from DirectShow and from the indexing file, the
DirectShow filters installed on the machine and the
player events and diagnostics.

3.5.2 Media sequence player properties
There is also a property dialogue for setting up the parameters
of the composition player. This allows you to set up the player
resolution to be full or half size. Half size is in both the
horizontal and vertical directions so it reduces the media
player CPU consumption by about four times but the quality is
slightly lower on a reasonably sized player. You can also set
whether the player will publish its graph so that you can pick it
up in an application such as Microsoft’s Graph Edit. This is
useful for diagnosing what is happening when the player does
not behave as expected. The remaining two options set whether you want to use the new video
mixing renderer. This should be an improvement on the DirectShow8 renderer but unfortunately
makes it much more difficult to impose text onto the video replay window, and whether to prevent
the player from using its preferred YUV format. YUV is designed to match the parameters of the
human visual system by using twice the spatial resolution for the luminance as for the
chrominance. It also reduces the CPU utilisation by a factor of two. If you choose not to use YUV
then the colour resolution will be dictated by your video card settings. A value of 16 bits would
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have the same CPU utilisation as YUV but much worse quality. 24 or 32 bits would consume
around100% more CPU effort and provide the same video quality as YUV.
3.5.3 Editor properties
The tools popup menu also contains an editor properties
dialog which allows you to set some default parameters
for the editor. The first is a default effect length, which is
used when an effect icon is dropped onto the timeline.
Default Audio Effect defines the type of audio effect that
accompanies an effect dropped onto the timeline.
Timeline setting on new project defines how the timeline
will be filled when a new project with clips is opened. You
can set the timeline to fill completely or set it to a given
time scale.
Undo List options defines what actions should cause an
entry to be added to the undo/redo list. This section will
need enlarging to cope with items like modifying effects
and changing orientation etc.
Transfer comments controls whether the editor will
transfer shot and timed comments for clips inserted from
an AAF bin/logging file. Both shot and timed comments
appear as timed comments in the editing timeline since
the shot comment refers to the source clip which is now
part of a composition.
The final two items define whether the application works
on backup files for the logging and editing sections. This
is useful for development since it is very easy to break an
AAF file if you need to terminate the application and
cannot save the file correctly.
3.5.4 Making a new aaf file
This part of the application is found
in the tools popup menu and allows
a user to make a new AAF file when
no Ingest or Media Asset Manager
has delivered one. It should not be
required in a fully-fledged media
system. The process is broken into
four parts.
The first operation is to name the
Media files and you start by naming
the video file.
The check box called Auto find files
attempts to find matching audio
filenames. These have the same
file stem as the video but have a
‘.wav’ extension. There can be one
or two files depending upon what
Media Format is selected.
The Quality level parameter is
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intended to mark the media as High Definition Stored Format (HSF), Broadcast Stored Format
(BSF), Desktop Editing Format (DEF), Desktop Stored Format (DSF) and Internet Stored Format.
These types of format are linked to the capabilities of Professional editing applications, which do
not focus on handling of mpeg files. HSF and BSF are full quality formats and in this application
refer to Mpeg High Level and Main Level 422 formats. DEF reflects the preference of professional
editors to use formats that are not temporally compressed and in this application refers to Mpeg IFrame only format. DSF is intended to achieve a good spatial resolution at the minimal bit-rate
and in this application refers to Mpeg Main Profile using temporal compression and variable bit
rate. ISF is a format for Internet access and could for instance be Mpeg 1.
These formats are examples only, although they are sufficiently mature that there are already
applications that can offer broadcast levels of usability. This may not be the case for more modern
compression formats. The purpose of having this parameter is to model ingest systems that
capture more than one media format at the same time. This avoids having to do manual
conversions and ensures only one media duration for all instances.
The application also allows the container type to be set. Only File is implemented currently. The
file can also have its Structured Storage type set and the default is 4 kilobytes.
Of the file types, only Ingest and Logging are currently implemented and the logging part of the
application expects a logging file. An ingest file contains only the media and might be what an
ingest system would deliver to a MAM. You should not use this tool to make an editing file.
The make file button shows a dialog that allows the user to choose the location and filename of the
created AAF file. The three check boxes below this button control whether the application inserts a
simple filename or a URL for the Network Locator which points to the media, whether the file is
local or remote and whether to query the overwriting of an existing file of the same name.
The Import Info Tab allows entry
of either an Import or a
Recording Descriptor. An Import
Descriptor is used when media is
imported into an application from
a remote on-line source. A file
with an Import Descriptor can still
have a Tape and/or a Film
derivation chain. A Recording
Descriptor, on the other hand, is
used where there is not physical
entity to be derived from. If a file
has a Recording Descriptor there
should be no Tape or File
derivation chain.
The Tape Info tab allows entry of
information about the videotape
from which the media was taken.
Most of the data on this tab is
self-explanatory. Where the
values are constrained, entry is
from a drop-down list.
The Tab also contains controls for simulating a timecode break list. The Start Off-Tape timecode
box allows entry of the starting timecode from the tape and the Start System timecode defines the
system timecode at which the replay started since this may not have been zero.
Timecode breaks are added by first setting the starting time of the off tape timecode into the Break
Start Timecode control, then clicking the Insert button. This will show a dialog that asks for the
system frame count at which the break happened. Once this has been entered the timecode break
appears in the grid. The grid is not ordered so you will need to position the selected row
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accordingly. To add the list of timecode breaks to the file click the Add TC Breaks control before
creating the file.
The Film Info tab contains fields for entering the details of the film and where the parameters are
constrained, entry uses a drop down list.
Both the Tape and the Film tabs have check boxes that control whether the data will be added to
the file.
3.5.5 Index an mpeg file
This tool allows you to make an index file for a
new mpeg file. It should only be needed if you do
not previously open the media using the player,
since this will create the index for you.

3.5.6 View an mpeg index file
This dialog allows you to view the indexing information for an mpeg file. Clicking the Create new
button and selecting an index file opens an index file. The T column shows the frame type for each
frame and has values of I, P and B. The frame position in the file is shown in the Frame column
and the index number in the index file is shown in the Index column. This dialog is of interest to a
software developer because it gives useful information about how a file is encoded.

The index and frame values are not identical because mpeg does not transmit its frames in frame
order but in the order required to have all of the ingredients for making a current frame available.
For this reason, the first frame transmitted is an I frame which corresponds to displayed frame 2.
This is because the following two transmitted frames are the preceding B frames since not to
transmit them next would be a waste of bit-rate. The next transmitted frame is a P frame because
this is needed to decode B frames at displayed positions 3 and 4, and so on.
The dialog also has buttons for finding the I-Frames in a file from an approximate position and for
finding the index corresponding to a given timecode. It can be used to diagnose problems with
damaged files such as are often found from terrestrial and satellite transmissions where the
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transmission channels are noisy. A damage file may for instance have a continuous list of indexes
but have gaps in its frame count.
The magic ingredient in the index file is of course the file offset, which allows the player and the
media sequence player to go exactly to the part of the file that describes a given frame position,
even though this requires some rummaging around in the index file to find the required frame. This
ingredient is missing from the mpeg stream formats since it was designed as a transmission format
not for editing. The additional information would have consumed perhaps a few tens of bytes per
frame – or approximately an extra .01 percent of the bit rate for a 10 Mbit/sec stream.
3.5.7 Show Diagnostics
The show diagnostics item fires
up a dialog that shows the
diagnostic output texts from the
various components used in the
application. The dialog is not tied
to fall within the border of the
application but can be on a
different screen for debugging
purposes. There are one or two
focus issues surrounding this
dialog so it should only be used
while debugging.
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Conclusions

This application proves that Edit Protocol AAF can be used to hand a piece of work on from one
application to another without loss of production metadata and that mpeg 2 can be used for
professional editing with good usability. The use of effective compression coupled to precision
indexing allows a system to use the store once, use many approach which reduces network and
storage costs significantly. It also shows that AAF provides the tools required to describe the
derivation of a composition and to trace its rights position back through the chain to the owner of
the material.
For the application to be usable for demonstrating these features, it needs a little more
development in the following areas:
•

Test interchanges with commercial Edit Protocol conformant tools and decide which has better
adhered to the standards document.

•

Develop the media sequence player to handle file formats other than mpeg, including Dirac.
This would first need a DirectShow implementation of the Dirac decoder and a suitable
demultiplexer that allowed frame accurate positioning. Dirac already includes the information
required for frame accurate navigation in its specification.

•

Provide a means for collecting the derivation information for a composition and for printing it.
The code required to do this is already built in and used to provide the media property pages.

•

Debug clip and effect dropping onto the timeline when in ABRoll mode.
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•

Implement the No Media Clip item in the User Interface (UI). This is already implemented in
the AAF file components and in the sequence player.

•

Implement the video effect length and the audio effect type and length items in the UI. This is
already implemented in the AAF file access components and basic code is in place in the
timeline component.

•

Implement the Cut, Copy, Paste and Delete items together with the clip dragging behaviour in
the timeline component, This is implemented in the AAF file access components and basic
code is in place in the timeline.

•

Implement the default audio effect, show audio clip levels, timeline trimming and insert and
overwrite buttons in the timeline form. These are implemented in the player and the AAF files
so only the UI needs further work.

•

Implement changing of audio clip lengths in the timeline. This is implemented in the player
and the AAF files so only the UI needs further work.

•

Implement updating of the browser when files are added or removed. The quickest way to do
this would be to use a modified Shell Tree View and List view component instead of the basic
Delphi tree and list views.

•

Fix the timeline component’s time scale setting button, which does not yet include the time
format setting.

•

Implement the timeline length setting behaviour to provide details about how short of the target
length is the timeline.

•

If the application is to be used to demonstrate HDTV then multi-channel sound editing will be
required. This is already implemented in the timeline, the DirectShow components and the
AAF access components but not in the User Interface. The timeline and AAF Access
components can also handle other audio tracks not time-locked to the video.

•

De-bugging.
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Appendix 1 - Media access over networks

Requirement:
Professional production needs desktop replay of remotely stored video and audio, from an archive
or workgroup server for instance. Immediate access - no download time - to any point in the media
brings maximum benefit. There is also an expectation of fast “scrub play”, the ability to move
rapidly backwards and forwards through a clip to get a quick feel for, or search for, a particular type
of content.
Immediate access and scrub play may sound like luxuries but inserting tapes, into a VCR, waiting
for them to thread, limited fast wind speeds, the need to rewind the tapes before unthreading so
they are in a fit state for the next user, eats time.
Constraints
Bulk media storage costs, although falling inexorably, will require high levels of compression for
many years. There are two technical ways to contain storage costs: sacrifice video resolution as in
mpeg 1, or use temporal5 compression as in mpeg 2, mpeg 4, Real, WM9 etc. An additional twofold saving comes from “Variable bit rate” (VBR) coding, which produces only data that is genuinely
needed.
Some finer points
If the purpose of desktop viewing is to replace a VHS copy delivered by courier from the archive
then mpeg 1 provides comparable quality. If the aim is to collapse two processes into one viewing of a VHS copy to identify the content followed by viewing of the full quality tape to
determine if it is usable - for instance, then a temporally compressed format is required. The latter
process clearly saves more time and cost.
The solution
Accepted wisdom says that temporal compression, VBR, random access, networks and rapid
response do not go together and up until recently, this has been true.
There have been sets of media player components on the market at reasonable cost for some time
now6. They can be used to build mpeg 2 players to meet the requirements of even the most
demanding professional users. The DP project has used these components to develop a media
player reference implementation. Its capabilities include:
•

Frame accurate positioning to a specified timecode.

•

Very rapid scrub play, even for files stored on a remote server.

•

Low network loading; requires only the file’s bit-rate.

•

Precise synchronisation of audio and video, even after stop, start and scrub play.

•

Can step forwards and backwards reliably by any number of frames.

•

Can play MXF files.

•

Plays HDTV.

The editor described in this paper also uses these components and allows a composition to be
edited and replayed from remote source files in real-time, without needing to import the files or
render them first.
Technical brief:
Compression coders prefer to produce compressed data at a rate that varies according to the
media content, they are therefore, intrinsically Variable Bit Rate. Normal practice enforces
constant bit rate (CBR) by degrading the compression when the content is difficult and wasting bits
________________________________________________________________________________________________
5
Similarities between successive frames are used to increase the compression efficiency.
6
http://www.elecard.com/
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when it is not. CBR is easier to store on tape, since the head rotation speed cannot easily be
modulated, and simpler for digital emission, since there is little or no correlation between the
channels in a multiplex.
For online storage, however, variable bit rate is no problem and ensures a fixed quality no matter
what the content. Also the overall quality is higher for a given average bit-rate or conversely, it
uses a lower bit-rate to achieve that quality.
A media player pulls small blocks of data from a file as and when it needs them. Media files contain
markers to identify the start of a given frame. In all file formats except MXF there is no way to find
where a frame starts without first reading the whole file. Simple media players do not normally do
this to avoid interminable load times. Instead they use dead reckoning based on the length of the
file to guess where the frame will be. They then pull in a block of data and look for the marker. If
they don’t find it, they continue pulling in sections of data from earlier or later in the file until they
succeed. If the media is played continuously at normal speed, the player can adjust its dead
reckoning to maintain a better hit-rate.
Even with constant bit-rate temporally compressed files, dead reckoning cannot give a reliable first
time hit because the encoder and decoder contain buffers to smooth out the data rate. With
variable bit rate the problem gets much worse.
For scrub or fast play, the dead reckoning approach becomes totally chaotic. If the file is on the
disk inside the PC, this flailing about of the read point simply eats processor power and stresses
the disk cache. If the file is remote, however, the network loading can be many times the bit rate of
the media and frame update rates can drop below one frame per second.

Player

Network
Flailing read point
Media file
Position by dead reckoning

Actual frame position

The media players used in this editor have two solutions to this problem. If the file is MXF, it uses
the index table within the file instead of dead reckoning to allow a rock solid first-time hit on the
correct data. If the file is not MXF, e.g. mpg, mpeg or m2v, it scans the file in a separate process
to make an index table. This takes about a second per minute of video but the file can be played
while it is happening. Index files could be manufactured when the content is ingested, since the
compression system knows the file offsets, or when the file is first opened, avoiding operational
delays for the user. The index file is then used to get an accurate file offset. A similar approach
could be used for other compression formats that use temporal compression and variable bit-rate.
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Appendix 2 Keyboard Accelerators

Player functions – these apply to the media or composition player depending upon which is
currently active. A ‘Human Interface Device’ can control Player speed items.
Action

Accelerators

Action

Accelerators

GoToStart

Home

Fast Rewind

M

Back a GoP

1

Back a Frame

3 , Left Arrow

Pause

K

Play Reverse

J

Play

`5 L

Forward a Frame

4 . Right Arrow

Forward a GoP

2

Fast Forward

/

Go To End

End

Play Selection

6 Space

Mark In

EI

Remove Mark In

DU

Mark Out

OR

Remove Mark Out

FP

Remove In and Out

G

Go To Selection Start

Q

Go To Selection End

W

Select All

T

Stop Fast Play

Ctrl+Alt+R

Speed Plus 1

Ctrl+Alt+S

Speed Plus 2

Ctrl+Alt+T

Speed Plus 3

Ctrl+Alt+U

Speed Plus 4

Ctrl+Alt+V

Speed Minus 1

Ctrl+Alt+W

Speed Minus 2

Ctrl+Alt+X

Speed Minus 3

Ctrl+Alt+Y

Speed Minus 4

Ctrl+Alt+Z

Previous Edit

A

Next Edit

S

Toggle Player

\ Tab

Properties

Ctrl-Alt-P

Clip Properties
Action

Accelerators

Action

Accelerators

Normal Orient

Ctrl+Alt+N

Flip Orient

Ctrl+Alt+F

Flop Orient

Ctrl+Alt+G

Flip Flop Orient

Ctrl+Alt+H

Shot Comment Insert

Ctrl-I

Shot Comment Edit

Ctrl-E

Shot Comment Delete

Ctrl-D

Timed Insert

Ctrl-Alt-I

Timed Edit

Ctrl-Alt-E

Timed Delete

Ctrl-Alt-D

Source Insert

Alt-I

Source Edit

Alt-E

Source Delete

Alt-D

Set To Key Frame

Ctrl-K

Set New Key Frame

Ctrl-Alt-K

Edit Key Frame

Alt-K

Remove Key Frame

Alt-Z

Add Shot Change

Ctrl-A

Remove Shot Change

Ctrl-R

In Point Adjust

Ctrl-N

Out Point Adjust

Ctrl-O

Confirm Shot Adjust

Ctrl-H

Edit Shot Title

Ctrl-T
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Editing items
Action

Accelerators

Action

Accelerators

Open File

Ctrl-G

Save File

Ctrl-S

Open Sequence

F9

Save Sequence

F10

Close Sequence

F11

Render

F12

Save Sequence As

Ctrl-F10

Media Properties

Ctrl-Alt-M

Tools

F1

Browser

F2

Commissions

F3

Intake

F4

Logging

F5

Search

F6

Catalogue

F7

Draft Edit

F8

In principal, there should be no duplications between these accelerators.
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